
FLEET ADVANCED 
Full Vehicle Control &
Operations Asset Management

UTRACKS’s Fleet Advanced is the ultimate solution for the informed Fleet Owner or Manager who 

knows what he wants from a �eet Management solution. It is designed for all types of �eets, small to 

large providing numerous features to address the everyday challenges of managing a �eet.

The system provides complete vehicle control and operational management to users through its 

advanced options and customizable features.
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FLEET ADVANCED KEY FEATURES:

Our end-to-end GPS tracking software gives you the 

opportunity to keep tabs on your vehicles and �eet anytime 

anywhere. You also have the advantage of group monitor-

ing with detail data at once. With the availability of instant 

noti�cations, you will know all the whereabouts of �eet 

vehicles seamlessly. 7*24 hours real-time web-based 

tracking platform, locate the tracker on map automatically.

1. Real Time Tracking

2. Mileage Information
This is automatically recorded by our telematics device in 

order to record a detailed mileage log. In our platform, you 

can generate reports based on mileage per selected 

period. The mileage dashboard shows you mileage infor-

mation per driver, vehicle or �eet at a glance.

The GPS tracking geofencing feature allows busi-

ness managers and dispatchers to create loca-

tion-based areas known as “fences” that can identi-

fy when an asset is inside or outside certain geo-

graphic boundaries. Our vehicle tracking systems 

then keep a record of this information for later 

review. Set area limitation for trackers to trigger 

Geo-fence alarm once enter or leave preset area.

3. Geo-Fence/Zon Management

Utrack offers a very reliable maintenance reminder platform that can be used to track maintenance 

events for any and all kinds of vehicles. This feature can be set up to automatically remind you on all 

individual maintenance events for your entire �eet, regardless of their particular make, model, and size.

However, even instances such as a vehicle registration can be something you need to be reminded on 

in order to maintain a vehicle’s ability to legally operate on the road. These events are important to daily 

operations of any sized �eet, and cannot be ignored by any means.

4. Maintenance Reminders
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Pros of Maintenance Reminders:

Always be in the Know: Receive regular friendly 

reminders, either through email or text, to be alerted 

when a vehicle is almost due for a maintenance 

event. This will help you actively prevent mainte-

nance issues from affecting your �eet and eliminate 

the possibility of unprecedented costly vehicle prob-

lems down the road.

Increase the Lifespan of Your Fleet: Healthier 

vehicles lead to greater productivity. Vehicle 

downtime directly affects a vehicle’s ability to 

generate revenue. Eliminating unnecessary 

downtime will help your company maximize the 

revenue stemming from your �eet.

Predictive Maintenance Scheduling: receiving 

early maintenance reminders can help you ef�ciently 

schedule necessary vehicle downtime to perform 

maintenance events and/or vehicle repairs.

Stay Organized: Organize past maintenance 

events to keep track of your �eet’s maintenance 

history. This can help you identify vehicle 

trends, which will further complement the 

preventative measures you are taking.

5. Wide Range Of Reports

With Utrack easy to use vehicle tracking reports, you can effortlessly manage all the important statistics 

and analytics all at once.

Vehicle Details Report Trip Report

Make �eet management simple and professional with 

your our high-end Utrack vehicle tracking report 

feature. You don’t have to take the hassle of handling 

those statistics-scribbled documents. Manage your 

business with ease and make quick decisions at the 

time of need.

Vehicle Usage: It comes with a pie chart representa-

tion showing the time when a vehicle was stopped, 

moved and idled.

Vehicle report with Charts
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Arusha:

Kwa Ngulelo Area, Baraa. 

Block 169G Nazareth Street.

P.O. Box 15360, Arusha, Tanzania.

Tel:+255 783 064 414 | +255 736 101 222

Email: info@utrackafrica.com

GPS Co-ordinates: -3.3685, 36.7288

Dar es Salaam:

Off Mwai Kibaki Road,

Block No. 34 Mkuzi Street.

Mbezi Beach Rainbow Area.

Tel: +255 22 261 7225 | +255 782 887 225

Email: sales@utrackafrica.com

GPS Co-ordinates: -6.7229, 39.2286

Other Features:

Trip Reply

Speeding Alerts

Harsh Driving Detection

Excessive Idling

Immobilizer/Gradual Stop

Control Room Support

Access Customer care Support Team

Main Power Low/ Disconnect/Connected Alert


